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How to write a research proposal: For industry, 
government, public and academic audiences.



Objective 

This presentation 

● Defines the term ‘research proposal’

● Explains the purpose of the research proposal

● Examines the research proposal prepared for:

approval to start a thesis and for feasibility studies.     

     .



Before you commence reading this slideshow, I 
suggest that you read these two brief real-world 
research proposals.
Qualitative research proposal

Maldonado, R. (ND), A phenomenological pilot 
study of energy healers expertise and 
recommendations for energetic disaster and 
trauma relief training. 

http://www.akamaiuniversity.us/DissertationPropo
sal_SampleQualitative_Robert_Maldonado.pdf

Audience: academic.

Purpose: permission to commence a dissertation.

 

Quantitative research proposal

Reimers, K. (2002), Developing sustainable B2B 
e-commerce scenarios in the Chinese context: A 
research proposal. 

https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/hicss/20
03/1874/08/187480239b.pdf

Audiences: academic, industry, government.

Purpose: to communicate groundwork to potential 
partners and interested parties.



Defining the research proposal

The ‘research proposal’ is a presentation that is 

prepared by one or more suitably qualified authors 

with the aim of convincing another party to support 

a project that they plan to conduct in the future. 



Defining the research proposal

A document

The research proposal must be capable of being disseminated by the author so that it 

may be read by others. It may exist in three major forms:

1. Paper format (e.g. a publication or a conference poster)

2. Electronic format (e.g. Acrobat, Powerpoint, MS Word)

3. Digital format (a recording e.g. YouTube)

One research proposal may exist in multiple formats. For example a written form may 

be presented at a conference via PowerPoint, recorded and uploaded on YouTube.



Convince your audience

A research proposal puts forward an argument. You aim to convince 

one or more other parties that your research is worthwhile and 

deserves their support.

If you cannot identify at least one other stakeholder who you seek to 

influence via your research proposal, then your research proposal has 

no purpose. Producing this document may waste your time, energy 

and resources.  



Main audiences of research proposals

A research proposal as a thesis approval document:

The author may aim to gain admission into a research program at a 

post-secondary institute (e.g. Masters dissertation or Doctoral thesis).

You must convince your audience that your proposed methodological 

design is appropriate and that a gap exists in the literature (i.e. prior 

research by others). You should argue that this gap needs to be filled 

and is worthy of support from that stakeholder.



   Main audiences of research proposals   (continued)

A research proposal as a feasibility study:

The author may aim to convince other parties that their research is 

feasible (i.e. it can be performed) and has other benefits. For example, 

it may offer a return on an investment that meets a minimum rate.

Such studies may be used reviewed by academic institutions, 

corporations, government owned entities, NGOs and individuals.



Suitably qualified 
author/s

    

The author/s of a research proposal 
and its leader/s must be qualified to 
conduct scientific inquiry using a 
recognised methodological design.

For example:

If you hold a Bachelor Honours or 
Masters degree with passes in 
research methods and a thesis, you 
are qualified to conduct doctoral 
research under the supervision of a 
person who holds a doctorate.

You are qualified to prepare a 
doctoral research proposal if it is  
accepted by your peers who hold a 
doctorate in that field.

The author/s must convince their 
audience that they are suitably qualified 
technicians whose training  enables 
them to conduct their planned course of 
inquiry in a professional manner.



Future project
A research proposal refers to a project that shall collect and analyse evidence in the 
future.
            
                  Prepare proposal     Proposal approved       Collect data         Analyse data          Write report
                            June 2016                 July 2016               August 2016     September 2016       October 2016

A research proposal may discuss activities performed in the past, such as:

● Groundwork completed by the author of the research proposal or work done by 

assistants. Examples of this include the performance of preliminary experiments;

● A critical literature review of prior studies that has the closest overlap with your 

planned course of action.



Support and approval
A research proposal is successful if you receive some form of positive feedback from your 
intended audience. Examples of positive feedback include:

● The Doctoral Thesis Committee at Tokyo University approve Fatima’s research proposal 
and allow her to advance to PhD All But Dissertation status and commence her thesis.

● The Department of Environment, British Columbia review the research proposal of 
‘Super-Gorgeous Marine Life Limited’ and authorise its management team to conduct 
underwater excavation for scientific research purposes in a natural heritage protected site so 
long as the site is returned to its natural state at the completion of the project.

● The Nurses and Midwives Building Society approves the research proposal of the NGO 
‘Feed to the Poor’ and allocates CAD$ 1 million in sponsorship funding for financial year 
2016/2017 for food programs in developing countries.



  Structure and content
 The structure and content of your research proposal may be dictated by the audience that 

you wish to persuade. For example, some universities impose strict guidelines that state 

what to include in the proposal. The University of Western Australia mandates that a 

research proposal for use within the University must not exceed 15 pages and must 

contain six sections in order: 

1. Project Title and Summary
2. Research Project
3. Research Project Details
4. Research Training
5. Budget
6. Supervision

 

University of Western Australia (2016), Research proposal format, 

http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format

http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/proposed-study
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/proposed-study
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/research-plan
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/research-plan
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/scholars
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/scholars
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/facilities
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/facilities
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/costs
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/costs
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/supervision
http://www.postgraduate.uwa.edu.au/students/proposals/format/supervision


Structure and content (continued) ….

In most cases, the structure and content of the research proposal is partially 
flexible. Your audience may expect certain details (e.g. a literature review) and 
allow you to include/omit other items at your discretion. For example, a budget 
may be omitted if you are self-funded. The guidelines published by the 
University of California, San Diego (2016) are semi-structured and are typical 
of these required by most post-secondary institutions. 

These guidelines state that “every discipline is different” and allow for flexibility 
of content based on the field of study. This university requires you to include 
the following section headings: “Part 1: Introduction”, “Part II: Literature 
review”, “Part 111: Methodological framework/theoretical framework”. 

University of California, San Diego (2016), Faculty mentor program: Research proposal guidelines,
https://students.ucsd.edu/_files/aep/research-proposal-guidelines-13.pdf



Your research proposal is a unique document. You should examine the 
guidelines imposed by sponsors/approvers and consult proposals 
published by authoritative researchers in a similar field in recent years. 

Researcher 1
Intended audience: corporate 

(Qualitative study)

Researcher 2 Researcher 3 Researcher 4
Intended audience: government 

(Quantitative study)
Intended audience: academic 

(mixed methods study)
Intended audience: individual 

(Qualitative study)

The structure and content of your proposal is dependent on factors such as your intended 
audience, your methodological design and the amount of time that you have to prepare this 
document.



 Example of a comprehensive research proposal (Table of Contents)

Part 1: Cover page and Abstract

● Researcher/s: qualifications and contacts

Part 2: Introduction

● Research problem
● Identification of stakeholders
● Defining the research aim and question
● Scope
● Preliminary research analysis

Part 3: Literature Review

● Conceptual debates
● Governance and legal frameworks
● Prior research in similar areas
● Filling the research gap

Part 4: Historical background 

Part 5: Methodological design
.

● Theoretical framework
● Data collection
● Data analysis
● Reflexivity and quality controls
● Ethics

Part 6: Bibliography

● Scholarly references
● Primary and secondary data references

Part 7: Annex

● Budget
● Ethics clearance
● Planned timeline
● Licences, permits, government approvals
● Draft designs of data collection instruments
● Extract samples of key evidence (e.g. images)



Demonstrate that a gap exists in the literature 
You need to convince the reader that a gap exists in the literature. The most common 

gaps, which your research may fill are:

1. No prior study examines the problems you explore. You can demarcate your 

scope by imposing limiting parameters on your scope such as time (e.g. 20th 

Century), place and institutions (e.g. a study of Irish public hospitals).

2.    The conceptual literature has gaps and/or flaws that you aim to identify and 

      possibly correct. This type of analysis is more likely to have universal applications.



Showing evidence of preliminary research and 
data analysis may distinguish your bid in a 
competitive environment.

It is normally not mandatory to show evidence of 
preliminary data collection and analysis in your 
research proposal. However, if you have 
genuinely made some groundwork in this area, 
then summarising your findings to date may 
impress your audience and distinguish you from 
others in a competitive field. Your data might 
relate to studies you have conducted in the past 
as author or co-author. 

   2012    2013    2014      2015
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Herrington, J. et al. (2007), Design-based research and doctoral students: Guidelines for preparing a 
dissertation proposal.

<http://researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/6762/1/design_based_doctoral.pdf>. 15 July 2016.

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13645570500154642?utm_content=bufferbcdfa&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13645570500154642?utm_content=bufferbcdfa&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13645570500154642?utm_content=bufferbcdfa&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
http://nsuworks.nova.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2026&context=tqr
http://researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/6762/1/design_based_doctoral.pdf
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